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 Danica Hays provides help with the appropriate selection, interpretation, and communication of
assessment results. Dr.The latest edition of this bestseller instructs and updates students and
clinicians on the basic principles of psychological assessment and measurement, recent
changes in assessment procedures, and probably the most trusted tests in counseling practice
today. This edition covers more than 100 assessment instruments used to evaluate substance
abuse and various other mental health disorders, cleverness, academic aptitude and
accomplishment, career and life planning, personal passions and values, personality, and
interpersonal relationships. In addition, a new chapter on future developments in evaluation
discusses the changing cultural landscape, globalization, and technology. varied case examples;
practitioner perspectives illustrating evaluation in action; self-development and class activities;
Ideal for introductory classes, this text provides learners and instructors with useful tools such
as bolded important terminology; chapter pretests, summaries, and review queries; and
resources for further reading.
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Definitely recommended. This was an extremely helpful text to me when I started my masters
program in counseling (psychology). Five Stars Very Helpful! Definitely recommended. Just
needs more white space because the text is quite dense & I did not enjoy it very much. Easy to
understand Easy to understand, chapter summaries are helpful. Good For the materials being
covered, it's great. It really is full of great information to assist you become more of a competent
counselor... The digital copy which I received is missing pages throughout. Navigating the
various chapters is normally also very difficult as I try to follow along in course with the paper
version used by others. I anticipate not really using digital copies from right here on out. Great
resource for counselors Excellent book. Four Stars Well written book useful for a masters
guidance program. It was required for among my classes for my get better at degree. The digital
copy that i received is lacking pages throughout . Nonetheless it doesn't have an answer
essential for the review queries, which is a bust because many of them are technique questions
and can have significantly more than one answer. Ehh This book had an excessive amount of
information and incredibly little explanation. tiring on the eye to read. Understandable & Easy
Reading Resource I really like this book. The writer really communicates the necessary
information without all the fluff. It is normally full of information you can understand. Five Stars
This book gives information on learning how exactly to do assessments of a individual. It tackles
the complex nature of assessment in a straightforward manner that means it is easier to
understand than a lot of additional texts out there. One Star Probably the most boring book I've
ever had to read for school!
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